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Ohakea’s

Hangars
No 3 hangar at Ohakea aerodrome, under construction. Taken by an unidentified photographer circa 18 April 1939. Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
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Factbox
Internal dimensions 67.06
metre clear width by 51.8
metre depth ▪ Mass of centring
141 tonnes ▪ Concrete slab
thickness 102 millimetres,
thickened to 152 millimetres
at ribs ▪ Rib spacing 6.1 metres
▪ Rib depth 610 millimetres
at crown, 762 millimetres at
ends ▪ Doors 7.62 metres high
by 7.16 metres wide by 254
millimetres thick ▪ Total cost
(including design) £76,750
▪ Construction contractor
McMillan Brothers Limited
Hangers under construction. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.
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Training

School

was

Ohakea’s grass runways 1942 with
longer concrete runways suitable for
heavy bombers. But training remained
Ohakea’s main function during World
War II.
Ohakea’s hangars represent the
cutting-edge of mid-twentieth century structural technology. Their
basic shape remains clearly visible,
though lightweight steel doors were
installed in 1961, and their roofs
were sheathed with long-run steel
roofing in 1989. The Institution of
Professional Engineers New Zealand
recognised them as part of New
Zealand’s engineering heritage in
1990. This year these outstanding
examples

of

engineering

were

proposed for Category I Historic
Place registration.
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